One of the central problems in the semantics of derived words is polysemy (see, for example, the recent contributions by Lieber 2016 and Plag et al. 2018) . In this paper, we tackle the problem of disambiguating newly derived words in context by applying Distributional Semantics (Firth 1957) to deverbal -ment nominalizations (e.g. bedragglement, emplacement).
Introduction
In many languages polysemy in word-formation is all-pervasive (e.g. Rainer 2014 ). Bauer et al. (2013) , Kawaletz & Plag (2015, 291) , Lieber (2016, 18f) , for example, come up with lists of readings available to English deverbal nominalizations involving the suffixes -ing, -ation, -ment, -ance/-ence, -th and conversion, similar to the one given in Table 1 . Other languages show similar patterns of polysemy, for example French (Uth 2011; Fradin 2011 Fradin , 2012a , Italian (Melloni 2011) or German (Roßdeutscher & Kamp 2010; Roßdeutscher 2010; Brandtner 2011) .
Given the variety of interpretations that derivatives of a given affix can give rise to, how do listeners find the right reading? This is not a trivial task, especially if we consider derivatives that are newly coined, or so infrequent that it is highly unlikely that listeners have stored available readings for these forms. And even if they do, a given form still can have different stored readings. Thus, it seems that the context in which a given form occurs must provide the necessary cues that help listeners to come up with the reading that is actually intended by their interlocutor who uses the word.
In her recent book on nominalizations, Lieber (2016: 8) formalizes the work of the context in deriving a particular reading as 'Contextual Coercion', 'by which specific readings of those words are realized in specific syntactic contexts'. The notion of Contextual Coercion is very similar to Pustejovsky's 'accommodation subtyping' (Pustejovsky 2011 (Pustejovsky : 1411 . In this view, an inherently underspecified or unspecified semantic feature (for example [material] ) is fixed to one value (for example [+material] ) on the basis of other information available in the syntactic context. Let us use an example from Lieber (2016: 122ff.) for illustration. The example is taken from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA, Davies 2008) , emphasis ours.
(1) The Guggenheim, considered the generator of 80 percent of Bilbao's 1 million annual tourists (Calvo 2001b) , provided President Fraga with an example of a successful construction that helped to remake a city's image. (COCA ACAD 2012) In this case, encyclopedic knowledge and the definite article tells the reader that The Guggenheim refers to a museum, which, via Contextual Coercion, leads to the inference that construction must be concrete and inanimate, which fixes the value of the feature [material] to [+material] . It should be noted, however, that an alternative interpretation (not mentioned by Lieber) still seems possible. Thus, a city's image can not only be remade by having a nice new building, but also by successfully building one. For example, the city of Berlin's image has seriously suffered from the problems surrounding the construction (event reading!) of the new airport BER, and a successful construction (event reading!) of some other building may boost Berlin's image in this domain. The example nicely shows that sometimes larger contexts and very specific shared knowledge may need to be fed into the construal or disambiguation of the meaning of polysemous derivatives. If such knowledge is not available or not clearly alluded to, listeners and readers may be stuck with ambiguous or underspecified meanings. The literature (e.g. Bauer et al. 2013; Lieber 2016; Andreou 2017 ) often discusses individual cases of disambiguation, but it is currently unclear to what extent, across many derivatives and contexts, the syntactic context of derived words actually helps to disambiguate a given derivative.
There is also a more general theoretical problem involved in approaching the interpretation of complex words that we have glossed over so far, i.e. what we mean more specifically by 'disambiguation'. Do we mean the selection of a particular meaning among some lexically listed meanings? Or the construal of one particular reading on the basis of different sources of information? Especially with regard to morphologically derived words, this is a vexed issue, since the interplay between affix and base may sometimes lead to lexically fixed possibilities of meaning (especially with established derivatives), and may sometimes necessarily involve the construal of meanings based on the semantic representations of base and affix (especially with novel forms). This problem will be discussed in more detail in §2. For the purposes of our study, a broad notion of disambiguation as 'finding the right reading' is used which allows for both possibilities mentioned.
In this paper, we empirically explore, for words derived with the suffix -ment in English, to what extent syntactic contexts provide the necessary cues for disambiguation. We will do so for newly derived and rare derivatives, for which readers and listeners do not have fixed meanings available. These cases are especially interesting because they necessarily involve the construal of meaning instead of retrieving attested interpretations for whole words from the mental lexicon. At the same time, this makes disambiguation an even harder task.
For our exploration, we adopt a corpus-based methodology developed to deal with meaning in context, distributional semantics (Firth 1957; Miller & Charles 1991; Schütze 1998) . In this approach, the meaning of a word is represented as a vector which mathematically expresses the co-occurrences of this word with very many other words in a given corpus (see §5.1 for details and explanation). Distributional semantics has been used successfully to model various aspects of lexical semantics. However, in the domain of morphological derivation there is only little work using distributional semantic tools. For example, Cotterell & Schütze (2017) is a general approach to use vector semantics for morphological segmentation, and Kisselew et al. (2016) employ distributional semantics to determine the directionality of conversion. Some scholars (e.g. Marelli 2015) investigated the transparency of morphological categories, or the semantic differences between certain suffixes (Varvara 2017) . To our knowledge, the present paper is the first distributional semantic approach to tackle the problem of disambiguation of newly derived words.
Focusing on only two readings, EVENTIVE and NON-EVENTIVE, we used distributional semantic models to predict the interpretations of a sample of newly derived -ment derivatives in their sentential context (55 types, 406 tokens from COCA, see Appendix B for a list of the types). We then compared the predicted interpretations with the interpretations that we had annotated manually.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we will clarify the notion of disambiguation to set the theoretical scene for our investigation. §3 lays out our task, and §4 introduces the dataset and coding. §5 introduces our distributional semantic tools and their implementation, followed in §6 by the presentation of the results. The final section summarizes and discusses our results.
Ambiguity, disambiguation and the construal of meaning
One of the central problems in the study of the semantics of derivation is ambiguity. That is, derived formations can be interpreted in more than one way (Rainer 2014; Szymanek 2013; Lieber 2016; Plag & Balling forthcoming; Andreou 2017) . There are several kinds of ambiguity that relate to the internal structure of derived words, to lexicalization, or to contextual factors.
One kind of ambiguity is structural in nature and arises through the possibility of assigning two different internal hierarchical structures to the same string. This is called 'structural ambiguity' (e.g. Szymanek 2013) or 'compositional ambiguity' (e.g. Löbner 2013, 48) . For instance, the derived word unlockable may be interpreted in two ways depending on the internal hierarchical structure one ascribes to it. In particular, the bracketing in (2a) derives the reading 'which cannot be locked', whereas the bracketing in (2b) gives rise to the reading 'which can be unlocked'. (2c) and (2d) give a syntactic example, in which the interpretation of who has the telescope depends on the syntactic parsing.
(2) a. [un-[[lock In this paper we do not address structural ambiguity. Another kind of ambiguity relates to the semantic representation of lexical items and is often called 'lexical ambiguity'. This type of ambiguity comprises two major sub-types, homonymy and polysemy. In cases of homonymy, two lexemes share all properties (e.g. sound form and grammatical category) but have unrelated meanings. Thus, cases such as bank 1 'a financial establishment' and bank 2 'edge of a river' (paraphrases taken from the Oxford English Dictionary) are considered as distinct entries in the lexicon. In contrast to homonymy, in which different readings of the same form are attributed to different lexemes, in polysemy, the various readings are considered as variants of the same lexeme. Consider, for example, the derived government. It has a number of readings including 'the continuous exercise of authority over a person, group, etc.', 'a period of rule', and 'the body of people charged with the duty of governing' (paraphrases taken from the OED). Crucially, all readings are interrelated and considered as variants of the same lexeme, namely government.
Finally, ambiguity arises with the use of lexemes in context (Asher 2011; Lieber 2016; Andreou 2017) . The context may eliminate particular readings of a lexeme, or modify its meaning. In the case of meaning modification, the context enriches the meaning of a lexeme and triggers meaning shifts. This is often referred to as 'coercion'. The context, for example, may cause a lexeme to be interpreted metonymically or metaphorically.
Verbs may determine the interpretation of the nouns that head their complements through selectional preference and vice versa ('co-composition', Pustejovsky 1995: 122f, 223) . For instance, read the book evokes the 'text' interpretation of book, while weigh the book triggers the interpretation as a physical object. Conversely, in bake the cake the verb bake is interpreted as a verb of creation due to the object noun cake, whereas in bake the potato as a change of state verb due to the object noun potato. In other cases, referred to as 'co-predication' (Asher 2011), not just one but both senses of a polysemous word are selected in the same utterance. Consider the sentence Lunch was delicious but it took forever: both the object and the eventive reading of lunch are selected in the same sentence.
Such examples of coercion or co-composition bring a further element into our disambiguation picture, which will be crucial throughout our study, namely the need of a pre-established set of senses to which the disambiguation target can be assigned. Whether one defines such senses as 'types' as in Pustejovsky (1995) , or as 'aspects' (see Asher 2011) , the introduction of a sense inventory allows the researcher to model the contextual dynamics of disambiguation in a more constrained way. Additionally, taking the perspective of disambiguation within a sense inventory uncovers a fundamental feature of polysemy: its systematicity. Some nouns (defined as 'dot-types' or 'dual aspect'), come with a specified pairing of meanings (e.g. book as both object and piece of information) and in some contexts, crucially, both these meanings are selected at the same time. In John read the book the action of reading applies to both the object and the communication, as opposed to The book fell, in which only the object type is selected.
A basic difference between contextual ambiguity and polysemy is that in contextual ambiguity, the various readings are not necessarily lexically stored but may be construed online. The distinction between contextual ambiguity and polysemy is fuzzy and, more often than not, a metonymical or metaphorical reading of a lexeme may be stored in the lexicon. This is, for example, the case with government in which various readings that are linked by meaning shift mechanisms such as metonymy were lexicalized and, thus, stored as meaning variants of the lexeme in question.
The problem of disambiguation is particularly salient in derived words since the increased number of meaningful elements and their interaction opens up even more possibilities of interpretation than is the case with monomorphemic words. For illustration, consider the interpretation of prefixal negation with un-. A pertinent form, un-diva, is given with its context in (3).
(3) Dawn Upshaw has been called the "un-diva" of the opera world, often preferring to perform innovative, relatively obscure works that emphasize words over music in an informal style, often -imagine this -even chatting with an audience at recitals. (COCA SPOK 1994) Dawn Upshaw, 'the "un-diva" of the opera world', is actually a diva who breaks down the stereotype for the category DIVA. Thus, she is not a stereotypical member of the category DIVA. In (3), the use of the prefix un-with diva informs us that the derived word has a flavor of negativity, but it is not until the derived un-diva is embedded into the particular context in (3) that its reading is fixed. In particular, contextual cues such as 'preferring to perform innovative, relatively obscure works that emphasize words over music in an informal style', and 'even chatting with an audience' modify and enrich the meaning of the derived word un-diva. This means that in (3), two kinds of ambiguity co-exist. First, there is the ambiguity of the prefix un-. This prefix has a number of readings. It may give rise to contrary and contradictory readings on adjectives (e.g. unfriendly, undeniable) and reversative readings on verbs (e.g. unlock). On nouns it derives stereotype negation and general negative readings. If one opts for a polysemous analysis of all these readings, then the various readings are treated as variants of the same prefix. If one opts for an analysis based on homonymy, then the various readings are attributed to more than one un-prefix. In any case, the interaction of the prefix with its base narrows down the range of possible interpretations.
The second kind of ambiguity is contextual in nature. It is the context that enriches the meaning of un-diva and guides us towards the right interpretation, i.e. stereotype negation instead of general negation (see Andreou 2017 for a discussion of stereotype negation).
Given these problems in interpreting derived words, one would like to know how exactly the context feeds into the interpretation of newly derived words. The literature on derivational semantics often discusses individual cases (see Bauer et al. 2013; Lieber 2016 for many examples), but there is no study available that investigates the problem on a more systematic and large-scale empirical basis. Brandtner (2011) investigates different readings of German -ung nominalizations in context and comes up with a taxonomy of what she calls 'indicators', i.e., the contextual cues that may guide the reader to a particular interpretation of a derived word. For example, DP modifiers referring to size, shape, weight, or internal structure are good indicators of result objects (e.g. lang, rot, schwer 'long, red, heavy', 200 Teile umfassend 'consisting of 200 parts ', Brandtner 2011: 50) . Such indicators can do their work because their 'selectional restrictions can disambiguate the nominal if they only allow for one of the readings available for it and lead to sortal mismatches with the others. ' The present paper does not want to investigate in detail the ways by which semantic mechanism individual indicators may help to disambiguate new derivatives. Rather, we are interested in the empirical question of how successfully the general contexts of rare or newly derived words actually allow for disambiguation.
Disambiguating -ment derivatives in context
The crucial assumption behind our approach is that the context reduces the number of possible readings by eliminating certain readings and, quite often but not necessarily, forces one reading for a given lexeme. This means that the various readings of an ambiguous lexeme appear in different types of context. Let us illustrate this with the monomorphemic lexeme window in (4), for which the OED lists more than 20 different interrelated meaning variants.
(4) a. They can say all they want, that this shows a lot of people are interested.
But they've got a very short window here, a couple of months. And if they don't get the 7 million people, including a large number of healthy people, this system will not work. (COCA SPOK 2013) b. I clicked the SUBMIT button. Nothing happened. Not at first. The program opened a new window and a message appeared across the top. (COCA FIC 2015) c. He has no dog in the fight and can't understand why the city would tear it down.
"They are harassing poor people about putting on a new window -well a new window is a big project," he said. Blanchard knows people who were forced to sell because they couldn't keep up with Pagedale's code. (COCA NEWS 2015)
As evident in the examples in (4), the meaning variants of window may appear in different types of contexts. Thus, based on the contextual information 'a couple of months', we infer that the meaning variant of window that appears in (4a) relates to time, and can be paraphrased as 'an interval of time which affords an opportunity to perform a particular action, or within which a particular action must be performed'. In (4b), several contextual cues such as 'clicked the SUBMIT button' and 'the program opened' relate to computing, and force the reading 'a rectangular, typically framed area of the display screen that is produced by a graphical user interface in order to display information, an image, or an interface for an application.' Finally, the contextual information 'tear it down' and 'putting on' in (4c) guide us towards the reading 'an opening in the wall or roof of a building, for admitting light or air and allowing people to see out; […] the glazed frame intended to fit such an opening'. As pointed out in §2, the issue of ambiguity is particularly relevant for words that result from the application of a derivational process to a base. The role of the base in creating multiple meanings is, however, not restricted to potential consequences of base polysemy. The semantic representation of the base itself may also be the source of competing interpretations. This can be nicely explained in terms of referential shifts (Löbner 2013) . Derivational semantics can be conceptualized as meaning shifts in semantic representations (e.g. Kawaletz & Plag 2015) . In particular, reference is shifted from the original referent of the base to a new referent of the derivative. For example, in the case of agentive -er formations reference can be shifted from the event (expressed by the verb) to the subject argument of the verb, or to other entities involved in the event (e.g. its location, as in diner, or an instrument, as in printer). For -ment, it has been shown that such shifts away from the verbal eventive interpretation can target, for example, the stimulus argument or the result state in the case of psych verbs (Kawaletz & Plag 2015) . Other types of verb may have other kinds of semantic entities to which reference can shift, e.g. the patient in the result state (Plag et al. 2018) . In this way, the semantics of the verbal base has an impact on which readings are possible or likely with -ment forms and which ones are not.
In this paper we will empirically explore the extent to which the context surrounding newly derived words with the suffix -ment provides the necessary cues for disambiguation. The task at hand is particularly difficult because newly derived words are often ambiguous but listeners do not have stored meaning variants for them.
We focus on two kinds of readings, EVENTIVE and NON-EVENTIVE. The EVENTIVE category is taken here to cover all types and sub-types of events, processes and states. NON-EVENTIVE readings comprise both concrete entities such as objects, animals or persons, and abstract entities such as quantities or means of communication. Needless to say, the non-eventive readings do not comprise a natural class, and our study therefore addresses the possibility of coming up with an eventive reading as opposed to other readings. The latter are conveniently lumped under the label NON-EVENTIVE. In the examples below, the newly derived emplacement in (5a) has an eventive reading, and bedragglement in (5b) has a non-eventive reading. As the example of The Guggenheim and construction discussed in (1) has shown, derived words may not always be disambiguated. Thus, they may remain ambiguous between various readings. In (6), for example, the context surrounding worsenments does not disambiguate between an eventive and a non-eventive reading.
(6) Ambiguous reading Yes, in an ideal world the 40D would have improvements over the 30D and no
Derivatives in -ment are thus an ideal testing ground for an investigation of the problem of how derived words can be disambiguated.
Dataset and coding

The suffix -ment
The suffix -ment is frequent in contemporary English. This is because it was very productive in the 15 Bauer et al. 2013; Kawaletz & Plag 2015) . This finding suggests that still today speakers utilize this suffix in the creation of new words. The suffix -ment prefers Romance verbal bases (abandonment) but also attaches to Germanic verbs (amazement) as well as other categories such as adjectives ( foolishment), nouns (illusionment), and bound roots (compartment, see Bauer et al. 2013: 198) . Derivatives in -ment exhibit a large range of readings (see Bauer et al. 2013; Kawaletz & Plag 2015) , as shown in (7): (7) events assessment results improvement states contentment products pavement instruments refreshment locations embankment patient/theme investment Derivatives which are long since established are often highly lexicalized and may show all kinds of idiosyncrasies. We are, however, interested in the productive derivational process, not in opaque forms. That is, we want to know how today's speakers use the suffix when they form or try to understand new words. Therefore, the focus of this study is on neologisms and very rare forms, for which readers and listeners do not have fixed meanings available. These forms are usually transparent in order to enable successful communication (e.g. Plag 1999), and they are especially interesting because they necessarily involve the construal of meaning instead of retrieving attested interpretations for whole words from the mental lexicon. At the same time, this makes disambiguation an even harder task. This study investigates to what extent syntactic contexts provide the necessary cues for the disambiguation of rare or new derivatives, and explores how vector semantics can deal with this difficult task.
Sampling newly derived words in -ment
The dataset for the present study is taken from Kawaletz (in prep.) . It was built using various corpora and data bases, as described below. A major and established source in the search for neologisms is the OED. With 600,000 words and 3 million quotations, the OED is an exceptionally detailed and comprehensive dictionary of the English language. It is continuously updated with new words and usages of existing entries, giving dates of first citation for every sense in which a lemma is attested. It is therefore a convenient tool for the identification of neologisms.
A list of entries containing possible neologisms was retrieved using the interface provided by the OED. Using string search we looked for words with first citations dating from 1900 to today (see, for example, Plag 1999 for a similar procedure). The resulting list of 134 types of raw data was then subjected to a standard revision procedure, weeding out non-pertinent data. 18 derivatives remained after cleaning.
In addition to the OED neologisms, the dataset was substantially extended by extracting hapax legomena and other very rare forms from COCA. Hapax legomena (or 'hapaxes', for short) are words which occur only once in a given context, such as, in the present study, a corpus. Hapax legomena are central in the study of productive derivational processes. It can be shown that the majority of neologisms in any given corpus is contained precisely in this group of hapaxes (see Plag 2003: 68) . This means that hapaxes are a valid source of neologisms.
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Three tools were employed in this step of the process: COCA (Davies 2008) , VerbNet (Kipper et al. 2008) and Coquery (Kunter 2015) . With more than 450 million words written and spoken between 1990 and 2012, COCA is an appropriately large corpus for the identification of hapaxes as potential neologisms. VerbNet is a hierarchical verb lexicon of -at the time of writing -6088 English verbs. It is based on the verb classification developed in Levin (1993) and includes syntactic and semantic information. The corpus query tool Coquery was used to conduct an automatized search of the DVD-version of COCA (Davies 2008 ) for all verbs listed in VerbNet, plus the orthographic string <ment*>. Those with a frequency of 1, 2 or 3 were considered for further investigation.
3 A total of 158 types of raw data could be identified, which was reduced to 117 types after cleaning.
A second COCA search was conducted in order to identify -ment derivatives which are not formed on the basis of verbs already listed in VerbNet. Using the web interface provided by Brigham Young University 4 , COCA was searched for all words with a frequency of 1 or 2 ending in either <ment> or <ments>. The resulting list of 5142 types had to be weeded heavily. Of the remaining 109 types, 60 were based on verbs not listed in VerbNet and could thus be added to the dataset.
Merging the COCA dataset with the types from the OED led to a dataset of 244 derivatives (i.e. types) based on 36 different verb classes. This dataset was reduced to a more manageable number, containing only types based on the four biggest represented base verb classes (based on Levin 1993): psych verbs, change of state verbs, putting verbs and force verbs. The final dataset contains 55 types. The words from COCA were all produced between 1990 and 2012 (the complete range of the corpus); the oldest attestation from the OED dates back to 1900, while the most recent one was produced in 1961.
Sampling attestations
The ambiguity of derived words in context is of course also pertinent when investigating hapaxes, which are by definition attested only once in a given corpus. In any such unique attestation, one of two things may happen. If the hapax is unambiguous in the given context, it is impossible to know which further readings are conceivable. If the hapax is ambiguous in its context, it cannot be determined which meaning was intended by the speaker. A related problem occurs in the dictionary data. Although the OED aims at wide coverage, for obvious reasons it does not include every meaning variant ever attested. Since, however, it is exactly these innovative, spontaneous, and fully transparent formations that are of interest for this study, it seemed necessary to enhance the dataset with further attestations.
To this end, further corpora such as WebCorp (Renouf et al. 2006) , GloWbE (Davies 2013), or Google were searched for additional attestations of the types sampled so far.
5
The sampling of attestations was not random, as we specifically looked for attestations that reflected the polysemous nature of -ment derivatives. For example, the first attestations sampled for a given word might have been all eventive. We then searched until we found words with other possible interpretations. This biased sampling procedure was necessary to ensure that we have enough eventive and non-eventive, abstract and concrete readings in our dataset. The final dataset comprised 406 attestations. 6 The readings of the -ment derivatives in our dataset show the same range of meanings as those shown in (7).
Coding
All tokens were manually categorized. The categorization was based on the more fine-grained categorization developed in Kawaletz (2018) . There, the semantic classification of each token was ascertained by three trained linguists, selecting only those attestations with an inter-speaker agreement of at least two out of three, and discarding disputable cases from the dataset. This categorization, which included categories like AGENT, RESULT OBJECT or CHANGE-OF-STATE, was transformed into a binary classification of EVENTIVE and NON-EVENTIVE readings for the present study. In addition, we annotated a binary distinction between abstract and concrete readings. This additional coding was performed to enable more detailed investigations in subsequent analyses (cf. §6.2). Again, the starting point was the categories given in Kawaletz (in prep.), which were in this case checked against the categories given in WordNet (where the first split is between 'abstraction' and 'physical entity'). Therefore, for instance, an attestation categorized in Kawaletz (in prep.) as an ACTIVITY was recategorized as 'abstract'.
The EVENTIVE category is taken here to cover all subtypes of events, processes and states. NON-EVENTIVE readings comprise both concrete entities such as objects, animals or persons, and abstract entities such as quantities or means of communication. Expressions that allowed both interpretations were classified as AMBIGUOUS (see again example (6)). There were also a few cases where, regardless of context, it was impossible to assign the word to any of the three categories because it was conceptually unclear to which category (EVENTIVE, NON-EVENTIVE, or AMBIGUOUS) it should belong in the first place.
Tokens denoting an idea, quality, state or event were coded as abstract. All eventive nouns therefore automatically fell into the ABSTRACT category. Concrete nouns, on the other hand, are those denoting entities existing in a physical form.
The resulting distribution of classes across the dataset is given in Table 2 . We also coded -ment derivatives for the type of base verb they feature. This was done according to the verb classes proposed by Levin (1993) and extended in the VerbNet project (Kipper et al. 2008) . The base verbs in the final dataset come from four verb classes: psych verbs, verbs of change of state, putting verbs, and force verbs. All four verb classes feature eventive, non-eventive and ambiguous readings in their derivatives.
Let us now turn to our disambiguation task. In order to explore the extent to which the context can resolve the meaning ambiguity exhibited by newly derived words, our analysis and implementation proceeded as follows. First we obtained distributional semantic representations for the contexts of typical event nouns (such as accident, outbreak, victory) and the contexts of typical entity nouns (such as bike, cello, cigar) based on a source corpus (a concatenation of the British National Corpus and UkWaC, 2.6 billion tokens in total). This was our training set. We then trained a classifier algorithm to detect the class of a given word (i.e. eventive or non-eventive) in the training set based on its context. In the second step ('disambiguating'), we tested how well our trained classifier can disambiguate the -ment derivatives in our dataset, using the contexts we obtained for these derivatives from their rare attestations in our sources.
Implementation
In this section we first prepare the ground for our empirical investigation by introducing distributional semantics. This is followed by a detailed description of our work-flow (i.e. training and testing).
Distributional Semantics
Distributional semantics is the name of a family of approaches to semantics that rest on the assumption that the meaning of words is correlated with the ranges of contexts in which it can appear (e.g. Wittgenstein & Schulte 2001; Harris 1954; Firth 1957) . As a computational approach it seeks to formalize this idea in such a way that it becomes mathematically tractable in the form of vector representations. In the simplest type of distributional model, the meaning of a word (referred to as 'target') is represented as a list of numbers, i.e. a numerical vector, which represents the word's frequency of occurrence with all other words (the 'contexts') in a given corpus within a specified window to the target word's left and right. This type of distributional model (both targets and contexts are words) is called a 'bag-of-words' model (see Turney & Pantel 2010 for an overview of other types of model). The vectors are collected in a matrix, with each row of the matrix corresponding to the distributional vector for a target word. Table 3 gives a toy example of such a matrix. It lists the frequency of co-occurrence of four target words (t-shirt, tie, lawyer and judge) with two context words (wear and law).
The matrix of Table 3 can also be represented graphically as in Figure 1 . There one can easily see that the vectors for the words lawyer and judge are much closer to each other than to the words tie and t-shirt. One can also see that tie and t-shirt are very close to each other, and that tie is closer to lawyer and judge than t-shirt is. The distance between the vector of two target words can be interpreted as the empirical correlate of the amount of meaning they share, that is to say, their similarity. The closer two vectors are to each other, the more similar the words are semantically. This is in accordance with the traditional insight that words that are similar in meaning are likely to occur in similar contexts. The vector-based quantification of similarity can be implemented mathematically in different ways, for example by using the cosine and the Euclidean distance, or by other measures used in mathematics for the purposes of comparing vectors.
While computation of pairwise similarities is one of the typical applications of distributional semantics, this is not the approach employed in this study, because our aim is to learn typical contextual properties of semantically motivated groups of lexical items (i.e. eventive vs. non-eventive). In what follows, we provide a high-level sketch of our approach to the disambiguation of -ment derivatives.
Lemma and instance vectors
In a distributional semantic model as described above, distributional vectors are typically collected for word types, that is, at the lemma level: we therefore in what follows will refer to such vectors as "lemma vectors". Lemma vectors are aggregates over all instances of a given lemma in a given corpus in a pre-defined contextual window (for example five words before and after the word in question). Lemma vectors thus represent the usage of a word (i.e. a lemma) across a potentially large number of occurrences. This is the main strength of distributional semantic models, but it also brings in some limitations. First, as each lemma word is represented by a unique aggregated distributional vector extracted from all its contexts, the senses of polysemous words are conflated into the same representation. Second, if a lemma is not frequent enough, its vector representation will be not reliable, since most potential context words will simply not be attested; from this perspective, unattested words represent an extreme case of low-frequency: in this case, it is just impossible to collect a lemma vector.
Our study faces both problems, as the -ment derivatives in our dataset are both infrequent and prone to different readings. Our approach builds on a very common solution proposed in the distributional semantic literature for the polysemy issue, which, crucially, turns out to be a good solution for the low-frequency issue as well. A way out of the polysemy problem is to compute so-called "instance vectors", that is, vector representations for individual instances of words, i.e. tokens, rather than lemmas, Figure 1: Lemma vectors for eight word pairs
i.e. types. This approach not only addresses the sparsity problem for the rare words that we consider in this article, but also enables us to model context-based disambiguation phenomena for individual occurrences of such words.
To compute instance vectors, we adapt the proposal by Schütze (1998) . We consider a window of context words around our target words. As standard in distributional semantics, we are only using content words for the instance vectors (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) . 7 This means that we remove non-content words when we calculate the window. The words from the context window form a vector. Each word in this vector is then replaced by its distributional semantic lemma vector. The resulting set of vectors is then transformed into a new vector by averaging all vectors. We thus obtain a vector for each instance in its specific context, i.e. our instance vector. With these instance vectors, further computations become possible, for example the comparison with other instance vectors of the same lemma, or classification with respect to more abstract semantic categories. Note that this computation, crucially for our purposes, does not require a vector for the target word itself -the model can be thought of performing a kind of cloze test (Taylor 1953) .
Consider Figure 2 . It gives the fictitious instance vectors in red color for two tokens of suit (suit1 and suit2) as they occur in the sentences given in (8) . (8) a. The suit is next to the tie and the t-shirt.
b. The lawyer filed a suit to the judge.
In this toy example, the two instance vectors are able to discriminate between the two senses of suit. In a similar fashion, we hypothesized, instance vectors can be used to discriminate between potential eventive vs. non-eventive readings of a given word in its context. For example, one can assume that the verb happen is likely to occur in the context of the eventive noun accident but not so likely to occur in the context of an entity noun such as desk. Thus, the presence of happen in a given context can be used to predict the semantic class of nouns in its context.
The notion of context Before going into more detail of our approach to disambiguation, let us provide a few clarifications concerning the notion of context our study relies on, from a distributional semantic perspective. In our theoretical discussion, we have used this term mostly in the sense of 'syntactic context'. 8 7 Among function words, prepositions might be a good candidate to support the disambiguation process. In order to include prepositions in the computation of instance vectors, we would need to rely on lemma vectors for the target prepositions. Distributional representations of function words are, however, very noisy due to their high frequency. As a consequence, their lemma vectors are rather uninformative and it is therefore common practice not to resort to them. We follow this practice and, additionally, rely on the assumption that, if the preposition is the head of a complement, then the headed noun will tend to be found in the immediate context as well, and will play its role in the disambiguation. If the preposition is the head of the -ment noun, then the disambiguation will resort to the main verb and other arguments. 8 A more general note of caution is in order concerning the notion of 'context'. The examples in (1) and (6) have shown that such a restricted notion of context is probably too limited. The fact that the semantics of Our bag-of-words approach, however, collects all the contexts within a context window (e.g. five content words to the left and right of the target) irrespective of syntactic structure proper. While contexts which are considered as prototypically syntactic are very likely to occur in that window (for instance, verbs of which the target noun is the head of an object or subject noun phrase), this is not guaranteed (for example due to long-distance dependencies). A whole set of contexts which are not part of the argument structure of the target will also contribute to its distributional representation, for example coordinates (as in dogs and cats) and topically related words (as in the bread in this bakery).
Semantic class disambiguation as supervised classification
In this study, we implement semantic class disambiguation as a supervised classification task. Supervised classification is a machine learning technique which assigns each item (in our case, the -ment instances in the dataset) to one class (in our case either EVENTIVE or Figure 2 : Sentence vectors for two tokens of suit some derivatives may not be fully determined even when they are embedded in a particular syntactic context does not mean that the ambiguity of construction in (1) and embrittlement in (8) is not resolved at all. In particular, there are factors other than the immediate sentential context that may work to resolve ambiguity. Such factors involve more general discourse contexts and common ground between the speaker and the addressee. These factors are very hard to investigate systematically on a larger scale. In the present study, we restrict ourselves to the immediate sentential context as described above, but will keep track of how the algorithm treats readings that have been identified as ambiguous in our manual coding.
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NON-EVENTIVE), based on a generalization built from a series of training examples. Training examples are pairs consisting of an item with its corresponding class which are considered to be a reliable representation of the generalization we are trying to build. Once the generalization has been built, it can be applied to predict a class for new items. Applied to our concrete task, recall that distributional representations (i.e. our vectors) can be interpreted as coordinates in a multidimensional space. In this geometric conceptualization, what the classifier learns is a boundary in the space that separates the instances of the two classes (EVENTIVE vs. NON-EVENTIVE) from one another as well as possible, and can make predictions for novel items by checking on which side of the boundary the item lies (cf. Figure 1) .
Let us now turn to the different steps we took in our study. Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the workflow. In order not to clutter the presentation, technical details concerning the computational implementation are not discussed in the following passages, but are spelled out in Appendix A.
The following paragraphs will take the reader through the steps shown in Figure 3 . While the tools we employ are known and well-established, our study integrates them for a new enterprise, the exploration of the semantics of derivational morphology. In doing so, we provide a contribution to the exploration of the semantic representation of the long tail of the frequency distribution, populated by large amounts of low-frequency items. Step 0: Collecting training nouns and training sentences As discussed above, supervised classification requires examples that can be used for training. These examples serve as the source of the generalization we are going to apply to the -ment derivatives.
The typical procedure in classification is to use a part of the dataset for training and another for testing. However, since our focus is on meaning construal for rare words, we use a different route: we first train a classification model on a set of nouns that are independently classified for their senses, and then apply this model to novel, rare derivations.
There is a rich body of literature on lexical disambiguation (word sense disambiguation) with distributional semantic methods, see e.g. Navigli (2009) for an overview. These studies typically use the sense inventory provided by a lexical resource such as WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) , a large-coverage lexical database for English. Even though we do not use classical word sense disambiguation methods in this study, we will also make use of WordNet as a source of semantic class information. With that decision we follow studies that have used distributional methods in conjunction with top-level WordNet classes to model systematic polysemy (Boleda et al. 2012a ), class-based (i.e. abstract) word sense disambiguation (Izquierdo et al. 2009 ), or lexical acquisition (Joanis et al. 2006) .
From WordNet we collected frequent, unambiguous lemmas as training nouns for the semantic classes EVENTIVE, NON-EVENTIVE, STRICT OBJECT, LIVING THING, and LAX OBJECT (see Appendix 1 for details). We chose the rather broad categories of EVENTIVE and NON-EVENTIVE as well as more fine-grained subcategories of NON-EVENTIVE (i.e. STRICT OBJECT, LIVING THING, and LAX OBJECT) to be able to experiment with different dichotomies for the classification task (see §6.1 and 6.3 for the different outcomes). For these nouns we then extracted sentences containing nouns from a large reference corpus.
Step 1: Obtaining distributional representations for training nouns and training sentences In this step, distributional representations for the training nouns (i.e. lemma vectors) are built, followed by the computation of representations for individual occurrences of these nouns (i.e. instance vectors), all in accordance with the standard procedures in distributional semantic modeling outlined in §5.1.
Step 2: Learning to distinguish eventive and non-eventive nouns The instance vectors are employed to train a classifier with supervised learning methods. The input of a classifier in the training stage is a set of distributional vectors with associated classification labels. We draw our training examples for the eventive class from the set of occurrences of the non-ambiguous event nouns in the training set (e.g. accident, outbreak, victory). Correspondingly, the training examples for the non-eventive class come from the set of non-ambiguous non-event nouns (e.g. bike, cello, cigar).
Step 3: Disambiguating -ment derivatives Now we can apply the classifier to disambiguate -ment derivatives. We first compute an instance vector for each -ment derivative in our dataset. The classifier is then asked to predict a class label for each instance vector. The predicted class is then compared to the manual annotation described in §4. Note that, for the quantitative evaluation of the classifier, we focus on the predictions for the -ment derivatives which have been classified as eventive or non-eventive, because this is the distinction we trained our classifier on. We can, however, use the classifier to assign the -ment derivatives classified as ambiguous by the human annotators to either an eventive or non-eventive reading, and interpret this prediction qualitatively (see §6.2).
A commonly used measure to assess the performance of a classifier is the F-score. F-scores combine two different measures of performance, recall and precision. Recall is the ratio of the number of items for which the model correctly predicts a given category, say EVENTIVE, and the number of items which are indeed EVENTIVE. Precision is the ratio of the number of items for which the model correctly predicts a given category, say EVENTIVE, divided by the number of items for which the model predicts this category. The F-score for each category is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Since we have two categories that are predicted, two F-scores are computed in the way just described, one for each category. To compute an F-score for the whole classification, we average the two F-scores. This procedure, called 'macro-averaging', is the most conservative manner of computing overall F-scores.
F-scores range between 0 and 1. A sensible probabilistic baseline assigns labels randomly according to their distribution in the training data. The macro-average F-score of this method is 0.5 irrespective of the distribution of the two classes. Model performance above 0.5 therefore indicates that the model captures patterns in the data.
Summing up, the evaluation of the classifier on the manual annotation allows us to ascertain how successful the algorithm is in finding the right interpretation. It might be considered advantageous to look inside the 'black box' formed by the classifier. Unfortunately, human interpretability of distributional representations, and of machine learning more generally, is a research question in its own right that goes far beyond the scope of this article. For example, Pross et al. (2017) investigate the interpretation of word vectors for lexical classification and propose the inspection of nearest neighbors. This strategy is not applicable to our setup which uses sentence vectors that come from an open set.
9 Furthermore, the goal of human interpretability arguably introduces a trade-off between the accuracy of the model and the level of interpretation it can be given. First, interpretable features have to be used, which precludes the use of neural-network models. This would not only lead to less robust and worse performing models (Baroni et al. 2014) , it would also increase the number of features from hundreds to thousands, which comes with a commensurate raise in the necessary size of the training set. Second, human-interpretable features alone do not guarantee interpretability: typical analyses just consider a small number of highly weighted features, which gives only an impressionistic understanding of the model, in particular for highly sparse feature spaces like the one we consider. These tradeoffs make us doubt the usefulness of human interpretation of the classifier. Instead, the next section offers a detailed evaluation of different aspects of the classifier's performance coupled with a qualitative error analysis.
Results
This section reports the results of our classification experiments with rare words with respect to the eventive/non-eventive distinction. We first report the outcome of the main experiment in which we vary the semantic classes that we use for training ( §6.1). We then present more detailed analyses in which we address two more specific questions:
• Which classes are modeled well or badly, and why? ( §6.2) • Would lemma vectors theoretically be able to do a better job? ( §6.3)
Main experiment
As described in §5.2, we trained our classifiers to distinguish the instance vectors of the nouns for the EVENTIVE and NON-EVENTIVE classes, respectively, and then tested the classifiers on the instance vectors of unambiguous -ment derivatives.
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Initial experiments with this classifier showed reasonable, but not overwhelmingly good results. Our working hypothesis was that this was a natural consequence of both the inherent difficulty of our data and the very heterogeneous nature of the NON-EVENTIVE class. This class comprises as ontologically diverse subcategories as abstract nouns (liberty), artifacts (coffeemaker), and animals (dog). Arguably, it is difficult for distributional models to learn context cues that are equally valid for all of these nouns.
We therefore decided to assess to what extent this heterogeneity problem can be addressed by a more focused training of the classifier, using more specific classes. Specifically, we trained three additional classifiers for the more specific (and, therefore, hopefully simpler) distinctions between (a) EVENTIVE and LAX OBJECT, (b) EVENTIVE and STRICT OBJECT, and (c) EVENTIVE and LIVING THING. The three categories of LAX OBJECT, STRICT OBJECT, and WordNet's LIVING THING can be illustrated with abstract nouns such as liberty for the LAX OBJECT category, concrete nouns such as stick for the STRICT OBJECT category, and animate objects such as dog for WordNet's LIVING THING category. The results are shown in Figure 4 . 10 We exclude the ambiguous -ment derivatives from the numerical evaluation, since our two-class model is not able to make correct predictions for them. We include the ambiguous derivatives in our subsequent analysis, however. It is generally far from trivial to devise a meaningful model for properly ambiguous lexical items, cf. the studies by Boleda et al. (2012b) for polysemous adjectives.
The probabilistic baseline (as described above) performs at an F-score of 0.5 (horizontal blue bar). Almost all our classifiers perform above baseline, in particular those trained on a smaller window size (all above baseline). This shows that our model is learning something meaningful about the EVENTIVE/NON-EVENTIVE distinction. The most general model, which is trained on all kinds of NON-EVENTIVE, is shown in the second pair of bars from the right. This model performs at 0.6 F-Score (using a 2-word window). The settings using only LAX and LIVING non-eventive nouns do somewhat worse, presumably because these subclasses are too specific to generalize well to the test set. We find the best overall performance for the classifier trained on EVENTIVE/STRICT OBJECT data, with an F-score of 0.63. Evidently, this setup strikes the best balance between learning a simplified distinction that does not generalize well, and learning a distinction that is very difficult.
As for the size of the context, we see only small differences between a very narrow context (window size 2) and a relatively broad context (window size 8). Across all classifiers, there is a small advantage for the narrow context. How can we understand this result? Previous studies targeting the evaluation of bag-of-words distributional semantic models have explored the modulation of the performance in connection with the manipulation of the window size (Sahlgren 2006; Lapesa et al. 2014) . Generally speaking, their take-home message is that smaller windows bias distributional representations towards true similarity (assigning high similarities to synonyms), while larger windows bring topical relatedness into the picture (assigning high similarities to syntagmatically related words). In this connection, the slightly detrimental effect of larger windows seems to suggest that broader topical relatedness does not support -ment disambiguation. On the one hand, the immediate argument structure (e.g. adjectival modifiers, arguments of the noun, head verbs) tends to be realized in the direct proximity of the target noun and such syntactically motivated features ensure the best performance in our task; on the other hand, the richer representation encoded in the larger context (discourse-related information, circumstantials, non-core event participants) appears to make the input of the classification process more blurred.
Analysis 1: Per-class performance
Let us look at the results in more detail to learn more about how context predicts the different interpretations for all items, including the ambiguous ones. To simplify the exposition, we will from now on focus on the best classifier (i.e. the one trained on EVENT/STRICT OBJECT with a 2-word window) and see how it performs for the three classes (EVENTIVE, NON-EVENTIVE, AMBIGUOUS). We omit the six cases of nouns annotated as UNCLEAR since this class is too small to allow for any generalization. Percentages are given in Table 4 , and Figure 5 plots the distribution of the manual annotations against the predicted interpretations for easier reference. The mosaic plot shows the areas in proportion to the number of observations in the dataset.
We can see that 78% of the manually annotated events are also classified as events by the classifier. This means that the context, even if very small, provides rather robust cues for finding the right interpretation with eventive nouns.
For a more detailed analysis, we can ask the classifier to provide a probability for each prediction, which enables us to zoom in on cases that it is more certain or less certain about (see Appendix A for details). A look at some examples with a high probability for an eventive reading supports our ideas about the context (emphasis ours, probabilities given in parentheses):
(9) a. I got over that initial moment of dumbfoundment (I'm making up my own words today). (0.84) b. We can learn to let go of the agitated states of mind, such as anger, worriment, resentment and fear, that produce unhappiness. (0.94) c. As a population that had immediate and intimate access to aboriginal peoples, half-breeds stimulated and intensified anxieties regarding the deleterious effects of alcohol on Indians, and how drunkenness might trouble their moral upliftment and eventual assimilation into white society. (0.96) d. Hydrogen, especially atomic hydrogen, is particularly dangerous because it tends to cause rapid embrittlement even at low temperatures. (0.96)
One can see in each example that the context provides strong cues towards eventive readings. In all examples one can either find other event nouns (e.g. states as in (9b)) or temporal expressions that point towards events (initial moment in (9a), eventual in (9c), and cause rapid in (9d)). With non-eventive readings, the prediction is much harder. Only 53% of the manually annotated non-eventive readings are successfully categorized by the classifier. In order to understand the discrepancy in success between the classification of eventive nouns and that of non-eventive nouns, it is instructive to look at the distributions of the probabilities predicted by the probabilistic classifier (instead of the categorical decisions of the binary classifier). Figure 6 shows the three distributions of probabilities. The solid red curve (nouns annotated as eventive) is highly right-skewed and has a very clear maximum at about 0.8 and only a little bump at about 0.4. Its shape, location and skewedness indicate that eventive nouns are classified with considerable success as eventive. The dotted blue curve (nouns annotated as ambiguous) has two very slight bumps close to each other at probabilities at around 0.6 and 0.8. This distribution is still normal, as shown by a Shapiro-Wilk normality test (W = 0.96, p-value = 0.08). The black dashed curve, in contrast to the other two curves, shows a clearly bimodal distribution, with two peaks at about 0.38 and 0.65, respectively. Such bimodal distributions are often indicative of an underlying dichotomous distinction, with each sub-class patterning differently. For the right-hand sub-class of nouns, that is, the class with the peak at a probability of 0.65, we get a tendency towards an eventive reading. For the left-hand class there is a tendency for nouns to be classified as non-eventive. Which sub-categories of non-eventive nouns might be underlying this bimodal distribution? We hypothesize that the distinction between abstract and concrete objects (cf. §4) might be responsible for the bimodal distribution, with the concrete nouns being more prone to correct object classification, and thus on the left-hand side of the plot. To test this assumption, we checked the probabilities for the nouns of these two subclasses. The distributions are shown in Figure 7 . The boxes contain the central 50% of the data, the dots indicate the medians. The whiskers go up and down 1.5 times the interquartile range plus the respective quartile.
The two distributions of the probabilities are indeed significantly different (D = 0.64, p < 0.001, Komolgorov-Smirnoff test). In accordance with our hypothesis, the abstract nouns have a mean probability of 0.70, which means that they have a strong tendency to be classified as events, while the concrete nouns have a mean probability of 0.41, which means that they tend to be classified as objects. The difference in the means is statistically significant (W = 609, p < 0.001, Wilcox test).
For illustration consider the following examples of concrete nouns in (10) (probabilities of eventive classification are given in parentheses). The examples show that the context has no clear cues for an eventive interpretation but some cues for an object interpretation. In (10a) the noun concrete is used in the two-word window, in (10b) cardboard and held provide cues towards a concrete noun interpretation.
(10) a. The "U" shaped cap (app. 1"x1"x1") will cover the frame and hide the old exterior putty or concrete embedment. Once caulked, the exterior will be neat, finished, and weather tight. (0.05) b. I developed a custom fit cardboard fitment that held the USB all nice and tight with the bonus of a business card next to it for company. (0.05)
It is also instructive to look at wrongly classified concrete nouns, as illustrated in (11).
Although it is impossible to verify this statistically, the two highly event-related words ongoing and fight in (11a) must have been influential in predicting an eventive interpretation, maybe also the word see (during, which may also be indicative of events, is a preposition and therefore not part of the content word window). The reverse case, an abstract non-eventive noun that is wrongly classified as eventive, is given in (11b). Two of the four words in the context window of the target Let us finally turn to the ambiguous words. They tend to be classified as eventive. (12) gives two examples of such nouns for illustration. In these examples there is admittedly very little that could guide the listener's search for the right reading.
(12) a. Dont you see afk people trying to get the trinket as an annoyment? (0.22) b. Client site just got a whole lot more awesome :) a way to go, work to be done, convincements still needed but a whole lot better in a flick. (0.80)
If we compare the distribution of the ambiguous nouns with that of the abstract non-eventive nouns we see that they are very similar. The right maximum of the black dashed line (abstract non-eventive) is very close to the maximum of the blue dotted line (ambiguous). The means of these two sets of nouns are actually not significantly different from each other (W = 527, p = 0.10). This suggests that the semantic space of the ambiguous nouns is very similar to the semantic space of the abstract object nouns. And this space, as shown above, is similar to the space of eventive nouns.
Analysis 2: Lemma vectors vs. instance vectors
Due to our focus on rare derivatives in this study, we had to use instance vectors, since no lemma vectors can be computed for unseen (and very rarely seen) words. Nevertheless, we would like to know how much noise the use of instance vectors introduces into the semantic class assignment task, as compared to the use of lemma vectors as is standard for frequent words. In other words, we would like to assess the difference in success when predicting the reading of a frequent word as against that of a word that is attested only once.
To make this assessment, we perform an experiment on the set of unambiguous, mid-frequent nouns from WordNet that we used before to train the eventive vs. non-eventive classifier. We use a technique called 'cross-validation' (cf. Appendix A), dividing these nouns up into a training portion (with a 50-50 split between eventive and non-eventive nouns) and a test portion (with the same distribution). The probabilistic baseline in this setup is, as in the previous experiment, F = 0.50.
In this setup, we can now either train a classifier directly on the lemma vectors of these nouns, or on the instance vectors for their individual occurrences. The results for both alternatives are shown in Figure 8 , which gives the F-scores for our training nouns (on the y-axis). As in Analysis 2, we experimented with different subtypes of eventive nouns for training. The green bars indicate the performance of the lemma vectors, the red and blue bars indicate the performance of the instance vectors for the two different window sizes. The baseline is indicated by the horizontal dark blue bar.
We see that the lemma vectors yield good predictions (all four are around 0.8). The upper bound is a perfect score of 100% which the classifier can in principle achieve, but which it clearly misses.
The instance vectors work somewhat worse, with F-scores around 0.7. Taking into account that the training nouns are substantially more frequent than the rare derivatives we classified in our main experiment, and unambiguous to begin with, we can conclude that the instance vectors do a good job modeling the meaning of the rare derivatives.
The two different window sizes for the instance vectors result in very similar F-scores in this experiment. 
Discussion and conclusion
Our results show that it is possible to use distributional semantics to disambiguate the meaning of newly formed words. Although the predictions derived from the vector space still leave room for improvement, they are way above the baseline probabilities and thus show the usefulness of the context in disambiguation. It also turned out that very small context windows are sufficient to find the intended interpretation in the majority of cases. Quite surprisingly, a large window of eight words did not generally improve the predictions. A window with two content words on each side suffices to make predictions that are just as good, or even better than those derived on the basis of a larger window. Generalizing from the model to humans, this result may indicate that, as a general tendency, speakers or writers introduce and use new words in a way that helps listeners (or readers) to find the right interpretation without being forced to mobilize too many resources. The immediate linguistic context carries the semantics a long way.
The performance of the classifier differed for different subcategories of nouns. Non-eventive derivatives are hard to classify as such. Closer inspection revealed that the difficulty lies in the semantic similarity of abstract non-eventive nouns to eventive nouns, which led to many misclassifications in favor of eventive interpretations. The relationship of abstract nouns and eventive expressions is hardly discussed in the literature, which either focuses on different kinds of event nouns and event structure, or discusses the nature of abstract nouns vs. concrete nouns. An exception is Melloni (2011: 47) , who mentions the problem in her discussion of Bierwisch's (1991 Bierwisch's ( /1992 treatment of German nominalizations in -ung. Bierwisch analyzes the nominalization Ordnung 'arrangement' in Die Ordnung der Bücher war schwer wiederherzustellen 'The arrangement of the books was hard to restore' as denoting a result state, i.e. as an event noun. Melloni points out that the noun can equally well be analyzed as denoting an abstract object. Incidentally, one and the same context can accommodate both types of noun, as in (13a) and (13b). In sum, this means that non-eventive abstract nouns and eventive nouns are not only similar in their semantic properties, they may also occur in the same contexts. Both facts make disambiguation of such nouns a hard task. Perhaps not surprisingly, it also became clear that there are quite a few cases in which the interpretation of new words remains unclear, even if all resources are taken into account. In a sample of 406 tokens representing 55 types, the manual annotation still had to live with 55, i.e. 14%, ambiguous forms. This means that there is a non-negligible proportion of forms that could not be classified convincingly by human annotators, even if the wider textual context and world knowledge was taken into account.
A. Implementation details
In this appendix, we provide technical details characterizing the implementation of steps 0 to 3 outlined in §5.2 in the interest of reproducibility. The data are available as supplementary material at http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/ressourcen/ A. 1 Step 0: Collecting training nouns and training sentences Sampling training nouns We selected our training nouns based on the semantic field annotation in the WordNet 3.0 lexicographer files (Fellbaum 1998) . The semantic field annotation maps each noun in WordNet to 25 abstract semantic classes (called 'top nodes' because they form the roots of the WordNet noun hierarchy). Examples of such high level classes are: ARTIFACT, COMMUNICATION, ANIMAL, PLANT, PERSON, etc.
To select the seed nouns for our experiments, we manually established the following mapping between our classes of interest and the WordNet semantic fields:
• EVENTIVE: state, feeling, process, phenomenon, event, act
-LAX OBJECT (LAX for short): communication, quantity, relation, social relation, possession -STRICT OBJECT (STRICT for short): object, substance, food, location, artefact, body -LIVING THING (LIVING for short): person, animal, plant As a first step, we extracted five lists (EVENTIVE, NON-EVENTIVE, LAX, STRICT, LIVING) containing all nouns belonging to one or more of the relevant semantic fields. We did not strive for strictly monosemous training nouns: polysemy was allowed within the WordNet subtrees covered by each high-level class. For example, WordNet lists two readings for fox, 'animal' and 'sly person'. Since both are subsumed by LIVING THING, we included fox as a training noun.
The five lists were further sampled according to frequency criteria. We extracted frequency information from a concatenation of three corpora: British National Corpus 11 , WaCkypedia and ukWaC
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. This combination (with 2.6 billions tokens) is used widely in computational linguistics as a resource that covers various domains and genres (Baroni & Lenci, 2010) . We lemmatized and part-of-speech tagged the corpus. A first filtering step, we discarded all seeds with frequency below 100, which we consider a minimum prerequisite for reliable distributional lemma vectors. Taken together, the five lists amounted to 15k nouns. To further reduce their size, we concentrated on seed nouns whose frequency lay in the second and third quartile of the seeds' frequency distribution ( f >298 and f <3903), following the assumption that mid-frequency lemmas strike a balance between reliability and generalization to rare derivatives. In the resulting lists, the smallest class was LAX, with 784 nouns. Consequently, we randomly selected 784 nouns for each class to obtain same-size training sets of 784 nouns for each of the five classes (EVENTIVE, NON-EVENTIVE, LAX, STRICT, LIVING).
Sampling training sentences For each noun in each of the five lists we extracted (from the same selection of corpora) all sentences containing the nouns with a sentence length between 6 and 150 word tokens. 13 We further randomly selected ten sentences per noun. The sampling procedure outlined above resulted in five lists (EVENTIVE, NON-EVENTIVE, LAX, STRICT, LIVING) of 784·10 = 7840 training sentences each.
A.2 Step 1: Obtaining distributional representations for training nouns and training sentences
Using publicly available vectors is good practice in computational linguistics for reasons of reproducibility. Therefore, we did not build our own distributional lemma vectors. Instead, we used a standard distributional semantic model (DSM) consisting of 183.870 lemma vectors that was produced by Levy & Goldberg (2014) from the English Wikipedia by lemmatizing and lowercasing the data and applying the SkipGram model.
SkipGram belongs to the newer family of neural DSMs. Traditional, non-neural DSMs were extracted from a corpus by accumulating co-occurrences (e.g. counting how many times the words bark, bone, meow appear in the context of dog), and optionally applying some transformations (e.g. Pointwise Mutual Information) to capture the most salient context features. The newer neural DSMs are trained on the very same co-occurrence data of their non-neural counterparts, but instead of accumulating 11 http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk 12 UkWaC and WaCkypedia are available from http://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.php?id=corpora 13 The lower bound is due to the fact that we want to be sure to find at least some content words as contexts of our seed nouns; the upper bound is due to the fact that sentences longer than 150 tokens which come from web corpora, often contain lists of names or web links (and constitute only 0.03% of the sentences in BNC).
co-occurrences, they train a neural network model for the task of predicting context words (bark, bone, meow) for a target (dog) or vice versa. It is well established in the natural language processing literature that neural representations are not only practically advantageous because they condense co-occurrence data into a reduced representation (non-neural DSMs typically use several thousand dimensions, while neural DSMs only use a couple of hundred), but they are more robust to parameter choice and thus tend to work better in practice (Baroni et al. 2014) . In more detail, the distributional representations we used have been built with a bag-of-words context window of size 5 to obtain 300-dimensional lemma vectors. This is a standard setup.
Based on these lemma vectors, we computed instance vectors for the 7840 training instances and 406 test instances by summing the lemma vectors for all context words within some window around the target noun instance that we wanted to disambiguate (cf. §5.1). In order to be able to assess how the size of the context window may influence disambiguation, we computed the instance vectors once for a small context window (two words to the left and to the right of the target noun) and once for a larger one (eight words to the left and to the right).
14 When we did not find a lemma vector for a context word in the Levy & Goldberg set, we simply omitted the contribution of this context word.
A.3
Step 2: Learning to distinguish eventive and non-eventive nouns As classifier, we used a support vector machine, which finds the hyperplane which best separates two classes in the feature space. Support vector machines are a frequent choice for classification settings in machine learning. They are in particular robust to overfitting, an important consideration when dealing with rare events (see e.g. Bishop 2006; Alpaydin 2010 for the formalization). At the implementation level, we used the svm function from the sklearn Python package, version 0.18.1 (Pedregosa et al. 2011 ). We used a radial basis function kernel with default settings. To obtain probabilities for classification decisions, we used Platt scaling (Platt 1999) , a technique that logistically transforms the distances from the decision boundary produced by the support vector machine into a conditional probability P(class|instance).
A. 4 Step 3: Disambiguating -ment derivatives Instance vectors for the sentences in the -ment dataset are computed in the way described in §5.1, using the contexts described in §4. We used the same two context window sizes as before, and four different constellations of classes (EVENTIVE vs. NON-EVENTIVE, EVENTIVE vs. LAX, EVENTIVE vs. STRICT, EVENTIVE vs. LIVING) . This amounts to the eight supervised classification experiments reported on in §6. 1. 14 Note that the choices of context windows for the lemma vectors and the instance vectors are independent. 
B. Nominalizations in -ment investigated in this study
G A B R I E L L A L A P E S A E T A L .
